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Sumitomo Trust's Corporate Mission

An Asset Management Financial Institution that can provide 
sophisticated investment management and precise operation

Established in 1925, Sumitomo Trust's history as one of Japan's leading players 

in the trust business extends back to the pre-war period. A new era opened for

the Bank in 1952, when it took advantage of the enactment of the Loan Trust Act

to launch a trust product with long-term deposit features that matched the needs

of Japan's growing middle class.  Utilizing the capital it accumulated through the

popular Loan Trust, it played an important role in providing the long-term financ-

ing that fueled the development of major industries during Japan's period of high

economic growth.  Today, Sumitomo Trust is poised to play yet another new

role, responding to the rapidly growing investment needs of Japan's maturing

society by offering sophisticated asset management services and trust and cus-

tody services.

The mission of Sumitomo Trust is to provide value-added asset management

services and quality infrastructure for investments, as well as offer a wide variety

of investment products to our valued customer base of corporate clients and

individuals.  Our unmatched expertise in the trust business and our cross-selling

ability constitute a competitive edge that, we believe, will allow us to accomplish

this mission.  Moreover, we are convinced that, in pursuit of this mission, we will

be able to establish one of the most successful and realistic business models in

the Japanese financial industry — one which results in income growth without

expanding asset base or, in other words, improved ROE.  Our goal is nothing

less than making Sumitomo Trust a leader in creating value in today's fast-chang-

ing financial industry.  We will make winning efforts to meet the expectations and

all the support that we get from our shareholders, employees and customers.
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